The Cornwall expert in luxury holiday home design, renovation and
refurbishment, helping clients make the most of their investment.
Camellia Interiors is one of the only qualified and accredited
British Institute of Interior Design practices in the county, founder
Elaine Skinner has 30 years experience in the luxury holiday
let industry and her commitment to keeping her practice small
means all clients get to work with Elaine personally. This close
interaction with clients enables her to deliver a highly individual
and tailored service and one that sees many clients returning
time and time again for the personal and professional service
they know they will receive.
As well as helping private clients on anything from quick
fix makeovers for lettings to complete luxury property
reconfigurations, Camellia work closely with architects, property
developers and holiday let companies staging show homes
and styling properties to add value, saleability and desirability.

They also help estate agents advise potential buyers on suitable
investment properties, how to maximise a property’s potential
and add value, plus working with clients who are struggling to sell.
Whether it’s the blank canvas of a new build, the complete reconfiguration of a property or a corner of your home that needs
some extra TLC, Camellia works on everything from large-scale
builds and renovations to a simple room refresh or makeover.
If you’d like help taking your holiday let to the next level, would
like some advice on your own home, or how to make the most
of a property investment, please give Elaine a call to discuss.

So what makes Camellia Interiors
stand out from the crowd?
“Our clients look to us to maximise the appeal and revenue from
their holiday let, not only can our clients charge more for their
luxury let but with the added desirability, we ensure maximum
occupancy and bookings throughout the year, not just the popular
months. On average Camellia increases holiday home revenue
by at least 25%, impressive in such a crowded market place. We
also make sure our designs will last, not just the heavy footfall and
everyday wear and tear but outlive any trends that may come
and go, ours remain timeless. We totally understand just what it
takes to set the tone for today’s discerning customers and deliver
ultimate return on investment for our clients”.
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